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YOU GO FIRST

Erin Kelly

Acclaimed author Erin Entrada Kelly’s fourth novel for tweens is a 
humorous and poignant page-turner about family, bullying, art, 
Scrabble, and the challenges of middle school friendships. In a 
starred review, School Library Journal calls You Go First, "Heartfelt 
and hopeful." For fans of Rita Williams-Garcia and Kate DiCamillo.

Newbery Medalist Erin Entrada Kelly’s You Go First is an engaging 
exploration of family, bullying, spelling, art, and the ever-
complicated world of middle school friendships. Her perfectly 
pitched tween voice will resonate with fans of Kate DiCamillo’s
Raymie Nightingale.

9780062414182 £10.99

August 9th, 2018

Hardback

Greenwillow Books

Childrens



BLACKBIRD FLY

Erin kelly

Future rock star or friendless misfit? That’s no choice at all. In this debut tween novel, twelve-

year-old Apple grapples with being different, with friends and backstabbers and following her 

dreams. For fans of Wendy Mass and Wendelin Van Draanen.

Future rock star or friendless misfit? That’s no choice at all. In this acclaimed novel by Newbery 

Medalist Erin Entrada Kelly, twelve-year-old Apple grapples with being different; with friends 

and backstabbers; and with following her dreams.

Publishers Weekly called Blackbird Fly “a true triumph,” and the Los Angeles Times Book 

Review said, “Apple soars like the eponymous blackbird of her favorite Beatles song.”

9780062238627 £6.99

August 9th, 2018

Hardback

Greenwillow Books

Childrens





THE STORY OF KULLERVO

J. R. R. Tolkien, Verlyn Flieger

The world first publication of a previously unknown work of fantasy by J.R.R. Tolkien, which tells 

the powerful story of a doomed young man who is sold into slavery and who swears revenge on 

the magician who killed his father.

Kullervo son of Kalervo is perhaps the darkest and most tragic of all J.R.R. Tolkien’s characters. 

‘Hapless Kullervo’, as Tolkien called him, is a luckless orphan boy with supernatural powers and a 

tragic destiny.

Brought up in the homestead of the dark magician Untamo, who killed his father, kidnapped his 

mother, and who tries three times to kill him when still a boy, Kullervo is alone save for the love of 

his twin sister, Wanona, and guarded by the magical powers of the black dog, Musti. When 

Kullervo is sold into slavery he swears revenge on the magician, but he will learn that even at the 

point of vengeance there is no escape from the cruellest of fates.

Tolkien wrote that The Story of Kullervo was ‘the germ of my attempt to write legends of my own’, 

and was ‘a major matter in the legends of the First Age’; his Kullervo was the ancestor of Túrin 

Turambar, tragic incestuous hero of The Silmarillion. In addition to being a powerful story in its own 

right, The Story of Kullervo – published here for the first time with the author’s drafts, notes and 

lecture-essays on its source-work, The Kalevala, is a foundation stone in the structure of Tolkien’s 

invented world.

9780008131388 £8.99

August 23, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Fantasy



PIECES OF HER

Karin Slaughter

THE THRILLING NEW BOOK FROM NO. 1 INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING AUTHOR 

KARIN SLAUGHTER

You’ve known her your whole life…

Andrea Oliver knows everything about her mother Laura. She knows she's always lived in the 

small town of Belle Isle; she knows she’s a pillar of the community; she knows she's never kept a 

secret in her life.

but she’s hiding something…

Then one day, a trip to the mall explodes into a shocking act of violence and Andy suddenly sees a 

completely different side to Laura.

9780008150822 £20.00

August 09, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Thriller / Suspense



I AM HEATHCLIFF

Kate Mosse

Modern fiction superstars shine a startling light on the romance and pain of the infamous literary 

pair Heathcliff and Cathy. Short stories to stir the heart and awaken vital conversation about love. 

Sixteen stories inspired by Wuthering Heights.

In ‘Terminus’ a young woman hides in an empty Brighton hotel; in ‘Thicker Than Blood’ a man sits 

in a hot tub stalking his newly-married love on social media; and in ‘A bird half-eaten’ an amateur 

boxer prepares for a match.

A woman recalls the ‘Heathcliffs I Have Known’ and the physical danger she has borne at their 

hands; in ‘Anima’ a child and a fox are unified in one startling moment of violence; and in ‘One 

Letter Different’ two teenagers walk the moors and face up to their respective buried secrets.

Curated by Kate Mosse and commissioned for Emily Brontë’s bicentenary year in 2018, these 

fresh, modern stories pulse with the raw beauty and pain of love and are as timely as they are 

illuminating.

9780008257439 £12.99

July 26, 2018

Hardback

The Borough Press

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)



THE MYSTERY OF THREE QUARTERS

Sophie Hannah, Agatha Christie

The world’s most beloved detective, Hercule Poirot – the legendary star of Agatha Christie’s 

Murder on the Orient Express and most recently The Monogram Murders and Closed Casket—

returns in a stylish, diabolically clever mystery set in 1930’s London.

Returning home after lunch one day, Hercule Poirot finds an angry woman waiting outside his front 

door. She demands to know why Poirot has sent her a letter accusing her of the murder of 

Barnabas Pandy, a man she has neither heard of nor ever met.

Poirot has also never heard of a Barnabas Pandy, and has accused nobody of murder. Shaken, he 

goes inside, only to find that he has a visitor waiting for him — a man who also claims also to have 

received a letter from Poirot that morning, accusing him of the murder of Barnabas Pandy…

Poirot wonders how many more letters of this sort have been sent in his name. Who sent them, 

and why? More importantly, who is Barnabas Pandy, is he dead, and, if so, was he murdered? 

And can Poirot find out the answers without putting more lives in danger?

9780008264451 £18.99

August 23, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Crime & Mystery



THE MYSTERY OF THREE QUARTERS

Sophie Hannah, Agatha Christie

The world’s most beloved detective, Hercule Poirot – the legendary star of Agatha Christie’s 

Murder on the Orient Express and most recently The Monogram Murders and Closed Casket—

returns in a stylish, diabolically clever mystery set in 1930’s London.

Returning home after lunch one day, Hercule Poirot finds an angry woman waiting outside his front 

door. She demands to know why Poirot has sent her a letter accusing her of the murder of 

Barnabas Pandy, a man she has neither heard of nor ever met.

Poirot has also never heard of a Barnabas Pandy, and has accused nobody of murder. Shaken, he 

goes inside, only to find that he has a visitor waiting for him — a man who also claims also to have 

received a letter from Poirot that morning, accusing him of the murder of Barnabas Pandy…

Poirot wonders how many more letters of this sort have been sent in his name. Who sent them, 

and why? More importantly, who is Barnabas Pandy, is he dead, and, if so, was he murdered? 

And can Poirot find out the answers without putting more lives in danger?

9780008264512 £12.99

August 23, 2018

CD standard audio format

HarperCollins

Crime & Mystery



THE ACCIDENTAL FURTHER ADVENTURES 

OF THE HUNDRED-YEAR-OLD MAN
Jonas Jonasson, Rachel Willson-Broyles

The sequel to Jonas Jonasson’s international bestseller The Hundred-Year-Old Man Who Climbed 

Out of the Window and Disappeared. It all begins with a hot air balloon trip and three bottles of 

champagne. Allan and Julius are ready for some spectacular views, but they’re not expecting to 

land in the sea and be rescued by a North Korean ship, and they could never have imagined that 

the captain of the ship would be harbouring a suitcase full of contraband uranium, on a nuclear 

weapons mission for Kim Jong-un …

Soon Allan and Julius are at the centre of a complex diplomatic crisis involving world figures from 

the Swedish foreign minister to Angela Merkel and President Trump. Things are about to get very 

complicated …

Praise for The Hundred-Year-Old Man:

‘A mordantly funny and loopily freewheeling debut novel about ageing disgracefully’ Sunday Times

‘Imaginative, laugh-out-loud . . . a brilliant satire on the foibles of mankind’ Daily Telegraph

‘Fast-moving and relentlessly sunny’ Guardian

9780008275570 £8.99

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

Fourth Estate

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)



WILD CARDS – MISSISSIPPI ROLL

George R.R. Martin

The return of the famous shared-world superhero books created and edited by George R. R. 

Martin, author of A Song of Ice and Fire.

Perfect for current fans and new readers alike, Mississippi Roll is an all-new, adventurous jaunt 

along one of America’s greatest rivers, featuring many beloved characters from the Wild Cards 

universe

Edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author George R. R. Martin, Mississippi Roll features the 

writing talents of Stephen Leigh, David D. Levine, John Jos. Miller, Kevin Andrew Murphy, Cherie 

Priest, and Carrie Vaughn.

9780008283551 £16.99

August 09, 2018

Hardback

HarperVoyager

Science Fiction



THE RULES OF SEEING

Joe Heap

‘An astonishing debut’ Ruth Hogan, The Keeper of Lost Things ‘This has made me see the world in 

a different way…I loved it’ Dawn O Porter. What you see depends on what you’re looking for…

Learning to see is often a thankless task. Then, sometimes, the world opens up and you 

understand nothing will ever look the same again.

Nova can do many things. She can speak five language. She can tell when someone is lying from 

the sound of their voice. She can even make an excellent sandwich with peaches, pepperoni and 

pickles…although she can’t convince anyone to try it. But there’s one thing Nova can’t do. She 

can’t see. Until an operation restores her sight, and everything changes.

Nova meets Kate when both women need each other the most. And, as Kate comes into focus, 

Nova learns that the world isn’t as bright as she first thought it would be. She can sense that Kate’s 

problems are the ones you can’t see, and from an unspoken connection, an unlikely friendship 

blossoms.

It’s time for Nova to open her eyes and see the world differently, in the very best way.

9780008293154 £12.99

August 09, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)



Destiny’s Conflict: Book 

Two of Sword of the 

Canon

Janny Wurts

9780007310388

August 09, 2018

A-format paperback

Fantasy

£8.99

The long-awaited second book of the fourth story arc - Sword of the Canon - in the epic fantasy series, 

the Wars of Light and Shadow.

Lysaer’s unstable integrity lies under threat of total downfall, and as his determined protector, Daliana 

will face the most frightening decision of her young life.

Arithon, Master of Shadow, is marked for death and still hunted, when his critical quest to recover his 

obscured past entangles him in a web of deep intrigue and ancient perils beyond his imagining.

Elaira’s urgent pursuit of the Biedar Tribes’ secret embroils her in the terrible directive of the Fellowship 

Sorcerers, while Dakar — the Mad Prophet — confronts the hard reckoning for the colossal mistake of 

his misspent past.

The Reckoning

James McGee

9780007320103

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

Historical Mysteries

£8.99

One killer with everything to lose. One man with nothing to fear.

The 6th historical thriller featuring Matthew Hawkwood, Bow Street Runner and Spy, now hunting a 

killer on the loose in Regency London.

London, 1813: Bow Street Runner Matthew Hawkwood is summoned to a burial ground and finds the 

corpse of a young woman, murdered and cast into an open grave.

At first the death is deemed to be of little consequence. But when Chief Magistrate James Read 

receives a direct order from the Home Office to abandon the case, Hawkwood’s interest is piqued.

His hunt for the killer will lead him from London’s backstreets into the heart of a government determined 

to protect its secrets at all costs.



House of Spies

Daniel Silva

9780008104764

July 26, 2018

B-format paperback

Espionage & Spy Thriller

£8.99

Gabriel Allon is back and out for revenge

From the No.1 New York Times bestselling author of The Black Widow comes the thrilling new 

blockbuster featuring legendary spy, assassin and art restorer Gabriel Allon.

Four months after the deadliest attack on the American homeland since 9/11, terrorists leave a trail of 

carnage through London’s West End. The attack is a brilliant feat of planning and secrecy, except for a 

single thread.

The thread leads legendary spy, art restorer, and assassin Gabriel Allon and his team to the south of 

France and the doorstep of Jean-Luc Martel and Olivia Watson. A beautiful former fashion model, Olivia 

pretends not to know that the true source of Martel’s enormous wealth is drugs. 

Life of Crime

Kimberley Chambers

9780008144760

August 23, 2018

B-format paperback

Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

Sometimes crime does pay, but at what price?

The No.1 Sunday Times bestseller. 

Some people are made for a life of crime

Dragged up on a council estate, Jason Rampling was determined to change his lot. Jason’s a chancer, 

shameless with his good looks and his gift for earning a few quid. Life is easy when the money rolls in.

Some people are ruined by it

Melissa thought she’d struck gold marrying Jason. Being on his arm meant she was finally a someone. 

But there’s no glamour in waiting for your husband to come home, or waiting for a knock on the door. 

Melissa made her bed the day she made her vows – will she lie in it without a fight?

Some would kill for it



The Twelve-Mile 

Straight

Eleanor Henderson

9780008158705

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

‘Eleanor Henderson is in possession of an enormous talent’ Ann Patchett.

‘A superb novel whose roots can be traced to Harper Lee and Carson McCullers‘ Oprah Magazine.

Genus Jackson was killed in Cotton County, Georgia, on a summer midnight in 1930, when the 

newborn twins were fast asleep.

They lay head to toe in a cradle meant for one, Winnafred on one side and Wilson on the other. Only if 

you looked closely – and people did – could you see that the girl was pink as a piglet, and the boy was 

brown.

At once an intimate family drama and an expansive, mesmerising epic The Twelve-Mile Straight 

explores the blood, guilt and violence that lies at the heart of the American experience.

Detective Club Crime 

Classics – The Mystery of 

the Yellow Room

Gaston Leroux, John Curran

9780008167035

August 09, 2018

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£9.99

One of the defining novels of the entire crime genre, Gaston Leroux’s The Mystery of the Yellow Room 

has inspired readers and writers including Agatha Christie and John Dickson Carr, and is now 

republished in hardback in the Detective Club series with a brand new introduction.

Breaking down her door in response to the sounds of a violent attack and a gunshot, Mademoiselle 

Stangerson’s rescuers are appalled to find her dying on the floor, clubbed down by a large mutton 

bone. But in a room with a barred window and locked door, how could her assailant have entered and 

escaped undetected? 



The Bloodprint

Ausma Zehanat Khan

9780008171605

July 26, 2018

B-format paperback

Fantasy

£8.99

The author of the acclaimed mystery The Unquiet Dead delivers her first fantasy novel—the opening 

installment in a thrilling quartet—a tale of religion, oppression, and political intrigue that radiates with 

heroism, wonder, and hope.

A dark power known as the Talisman has risen in the land. Born of ignorance and persecution, it is led 

by a man known only as the One-Eyed Preacher. A superstitious patriarchy, cruel and terrifying, the 

Talisman suppresses knowledge and subjugates women. And it is growing.

The Ghost Tree

Barbara Erskine

9780008195816

August 23, 2018

Hardback

Historical Fiction

£14.99

Who knows what you might find, when you start to root around the past…

The new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author.

Ruth has returned to Edinburgh after many years of exile, left rootless by the end of her marriage, 

career and now the death of her father, from whom she had long been estranged. She is faced with the 

daunting task of clearing his house, believing he had removed all traces of her mother. Yet hidden 

away in a barely used top-floor room, she finds he had secretly kept a cupboard full of her possessions. 

Sifting through the ancient papers, Ruth discovers the diary and letters written by her ancestor from the 

eighteenth century, Thomas Erskine.



The Tower of Living 

and Dying

Anna Smith Spark

9780008204082

August 09, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£14.99

The second novel in Anna Smith Spark’s epic Empires of Dust series.

This explosive sequel to THE COURT OF BROKEN KNIVES continues the dark love story of Marith 

and Thalia and the struggle for mastery of the ancient city of Sorlost.

The Family Tabor

Cherise Wolas

9780008201197

August 09, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£14.99

Harry Tabor is about to receive the Man of the Decade award. As he enters his twilight years, this 

distinction seems like the culmination to a life well lived. A perfect life. A life spent helping Jewish 

refugees from all over the globe find a better life in America, giving them a second chance.

Harry knows all about second chances. He has the perfect marriage—his wife, Roma, is an eminent 

child psychologist, and they tell each other almost everything. His three grown children, Phoebe, 

Camille, and Simon, are all accomplished. But his life could have very well taken a different turn if, 

seemingly a lifetime ago, he hadn’t uprooted everyone from their life in Connecticut and brought them 

out to the desert, literally, where they knew no one and he could start again.



An Arrowood Mystery 

(2) – The Murder Pit

Mick Finlay

9780008214760

August 09, 2018

Trade paperback (UK)

Historical Mysteries

£12.99

‘Crackles with energy and wit’ – The Times

1896: A missing daughter. Three dead children. A sinister connection between a farm and an asylum.

Arrowood must catch the killer before he strikes again – and before Sherlock Holmes or the police take 

the credit…

When The Lights Go 

Out

Mary Kubica

9781848456709

August 23, 2018

B-format paperback

Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

Bestselling author of The Good Girl, Mary Kubica is back with a bang in this mind-twistingly addictive 

tale of obsession and desperation.As far as the word’s concerned, she’s already dead

Jessie Sloane is getting her life back on track after caring for her sick mother. But she’s stopped short 

when she discovers, that according to official records, ‘Jessie Sloane’ died seventeen years ago.

So why does she still feel in danger?

Thrown into turmoil and questioning everything she’s ever known, Jessie’s confusion is exacerbated by 

a relentless lack of sleep. Stuck in a waking nightmare and convinced she’s in danger, she can no 

longer tell what’s real and what she’s imagined.



Darksoul

Anna Stephens

9780008215941

August 23, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£14.99

The thrilling sequel to GODBLIND, the biggest fantasy debut of 2017.

The Red Gods have risen.

Anna Stephens’s second novel continues the stories of Rillirin, Crys and Dom as they fight to defend 

the kingdom of Rilpor from the brutal Mireces.

In Bloom

C.J. Skuse

9780008216726

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

Darkly comic crime sequel to Sweetpea, following girl-next-door serial killer Rhiannon as she’s now 

caught between the urge to kill and her unborn baby stopping her. If only they knew the real truth. It 

should be my face on those front pages. My headlines. I did those things, not him. I just want to stand 

on that doorstep and scream it: IT WAS ME. ME. ME. ME. ME!

Rhiannon Lewis has successfully fooled the world and framed her cheating fiancé Craig for the 

depraved and bloody killing spree she committed. She should be ecstatic that she’s free.

Except for one small problem. She’s pregnant with her ex lover’s child. The ex-lover she only recently 

chopped up and buried in her in-laws garden. 



The Invisible Crowd

Ellen Wiles

9780008228859

July 26, 2018

B-format paperback

War & Combat Fiction

£8.99

Featured in the Guardian’s Readers’ Books of the Year

‘A fierce, big-hearted novel.’ Joe Treasure, author of The Book of Air

‘Pushes us to find our kinder selves.’ Rowan Hisayo Buchanan, author of Harmless Like You

'A deeply felt novel' Tim Finch,author of The House of Jounalists

2nd March 1975

In Asmara, Eritrea, Yonas Kelati is born into a world of turmoil. At the same time, on the same day, 

Jude Munroe takes her first breath in London, England.

Thirty Years Later.

Blacklisted in his war-ravaged country, Yonas has no option but to flee his home. After a terrible 

journey, he arrives on a bleak English coast.

The Demon Cycle (1) –

The Painted Man

Peter V. Brett, Dominik 

Broniek

9780008219819

October 17, 2019

Hardback

Fantasy

£40.00

The stunning debut fantasy novel from author Peter V. Brett.

The Painted Man, book one of the Demon Cycle, is a captivating and thrilling fantasy adventure, pulling 

the reader into a world of demons, darkness and heroes.

Voted one of the top ten fantasy novels of 2008 by amazon.co.uk.

Sometimes there is very good reason to be afraid of the dark…

Eleven-year-old Arlen lives with his parents on their small farmstead, half a day's ride from the isolated 

hamlet of Tibbet's Brook.

As dusk falls upon Arlen's world, a strange mist rises from the ground; a mist that promises a violent 

death to any foolish enough to brave the coming darkness, for hungry corelings - demons that cannot 

be harmed by mortal weapons - materialize from the vapours to feed on the living. 



The House of Birds 

and Butterflies

Cressida McLaughlin

9780008225841

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

Romance

£7.99

‘With a heroine that you root for this is a sweet read with real heart and soul’ Sarra Manning author of 

The House of Secrets.

Abby Field loves every inch of Meadowsweet Nature Reserve on the idyllic Suffolk coast where she 

lives and works. Especially Swallowtail House, the rambling but empty country house that seems to 

look out at her each time she passes it’s shut-up windows.

When a TV wildlife programme choses a rival location for their new series, Meadowsweet is under 

threat – unless Abby can whip up a plan to keep the visitors flocking. But she finds herself distracted by 

the arrival of a brooding – and annoyingly handsome new neighbour… bad-boy novelist, Jack 

Westcoat.

America for Beginners

Leah Franqui

9780008229139

July 26, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£14.99

Sometimes you have to go a long way to find what you’re looking for. And sometimes a little beginner’s 

luck is all you need…

Welcome to the First Class India USA Destination Vacation Tour Company

• One fixed itinerary, one fixed price•

• All levels catered for•

• No refunds•

Recently widowed Pival Sengupta has never travelled alone before and her first trip to this strange 

country masks a secret agenda: to find out the truth about her long-estranged son.

Intermediate

Satya, her guileless and resourceful tour guide, has been in America for less than a year – and has 

never actually left the five boroughs of New York.



Kiss of Death

Paul Finch

9780008243982

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£7.99

Could this be the end for Heck? The Sunday Times bestseller returns with an unforgettable crime 

thriller. Fans of MJ Arlidge and Stuart MacBride won’t be able to put this down.

Don’t let them catch you…

DS ‘Heck’ Heckenberg has been tasked with retrieving one of the UK’s most wanted men. But the trail 

runs cold when Heck discovers a video tape showing the fugitive in a fight for his life. A fight he has no 

chance of winning.

Heck realises that there’s another player in this game of cat and mouse, and this time, they’ve not just 

caught the prize: they’ve made sure no one else ever does.

Perfect Silence

Helen Fields

9780008275174

August 23, 2018

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£7.99

‘Relentless pace, devilish cleverness and a laser-sharp focus on plot.’ Chris Brookmyre

When silence falls, who will hear their cries?

The body of a young girl is found dumped on the roadside on the outskirts of Edinburgh. When 

pathologists examine the remains, they make a gruesome discovery: the silhouette of a doll carved in 

the victim’s skin.

DCI Ava Turner and DI Luc Callanach are struggling to find leads in the case, until a doll made of skin 

is found nestled beside an abandoned baby.

After another young woman is found butchered, Luc and Ava realise the babydoll killer is playing a 

horrifying game. And it’s only a matter of time before he strikes again. Can they stop another victim 

from being silenced forever – or is it already too late?



The Plus One

Sophia Money-Coutts

9780008288471

August 09, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction

£12.99

The Plus One [N] informal a person who accompanies an invited person to a social function or a 

reminder of being single, alone and absolutely plus none.

Three little words all single ladies dread…Polly Spencer is fine. She’s single, turning thirty and only 

managed to have sex twice last year (both times with a Swedish banker called Fred), but seriously, 

she’s fine. Even if she’s still stuck at Posh! magazine writing about royal babies and the chances of 

finding a plus one to her best friend’s summer wedding are looking worryingly slim.

But it’s a New Year, a new leaf and all that. Polly’s determined that over the next 365 days she’ll 

remember to shave her legs, drink less wine and generally get her s**t together. 

Bodies from the 

Library

Various

9780008289225

July 26, 2018

Hardback

Classic Crime

£12.99

This anthology of rare stories of crime and suspense brings together 13 rare tales by masters of the 

Golden Age of Detective Fiction for the first time in book form, including a newly discovered Agatha 

Christie crime story that has not been seen since 1922.

These orphaned works come mainly from magazines and newspapers that are now almost impossible 

to find.



Future Popes of 

Ireland

Darragh Martin

9780008295394

August 23, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction 

£14.99

A big-hearted, funny, sad, dazzlingly ambitious novel about the messiness of love, family and belief –

and how nothing ever turns out quite how we plan.

In 1979 Bridget Doyle has one goal left in life: for her family to produce the very first Irish pope. Fired up 

by John Paul II’s appearance in Phoenix Park, she sprinkles Papal-blessed holy water on the marital 

bed of her son and daughter-in-law, and leaves them to get on with things. But nine months later her 

daughter-in-law dies in childbirth and Granny Doyle is left bringing up four grandchildren: five-year-old 

Peg, and baby triplets Damien, Rosie and John Paul.

Thirty years later, it seems unlikely any of Granny Doyle’s grandchildren are going to fulfil her hopes. 

Feast Days

Ian MacKenzie

9780008298548

July 26, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction

£12.99

‘Brilliant. Among the best novels I know about the fate of American innocence abroad’ Garth Greenwell.

So.

We were Americans abroad. We weren’t the doomed travellers in a Paul Bowles novel, and we weren’t 

the idealists or the malarial, religion-damaged burnouts in something by Greene; but we were people 

far from home nevertheless. Our naivety didn’t have political consequences. We had G.P.S. in our 

smartphones. I don’t think we were alcoholics. Our passports were in the same drawer as our collection 

of international adapters, none of which seemed to fit in Brazilian wall sockets. My husband was in the 

chrysalis stage of becoming a rich man, and idealism was never my vice.



LIFEL1K3

Jay Kristoff

9780008301361

July 26, 2018

B-format paperback

Science Fiction

£8.99

From the author of NEVERNIGHT and co-author of the bestselling Illuminae Files comes the first book 

in a new series that's part ROMEO AND JULIET, part TERMINATOR, and all adrenaline.

On an island junkyard beneath a cigarette sky, a deadly secret lies buried in the scrap.

Seventeen-year-old Eve isn’t looking for secrets; she’s already too busy looking over her shoulder. The 

robot gladiator she spent months building is a smoking wreck, and the only thing keeping her grandpa 

alive was the handful of credits she just lost to the bookies. Worst of all, she’s discovered she can 

destroy machines with nothing more than her mind, and a bunch of puritanical fanatics are building a 

coffin her size. If she’s ever had a worse day, Eve can’t remember it.

Vox

Christina Dalcher

9780008300630

August 23, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction

£12.99

‘VOX is intelligent, suspenseful, provocative, and intensely disturbing – everything a great novel should 

be.’ Lee Child

Silence can be deafening.Jean McClellan spends her days in almost complete silence, limited to a daily 

quota of just one hundred words.Now that the new government is in power, no woman is able to speak 

over this limit without punishment by electric shock.

But when the President’s brother suffers a stroke, Jean is temporarily given back her voice in order to 

work on the cure. And she soon soon discovers that she is part of a much larger plan: to eliminate the 

voices of women entirely.



BETWEEN YOU AND ME

SUSAN WIGGS

9780008151355

AUGUST 09, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

LAST LETTER FROM 

ISTANBUL

LUCY FOLEY

9780008169107

JULY 26, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

DEAD EDGE

JACK FORD

9780008204587

AUGUST 23, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE PARTY

LISA HALL

9780008214999

JULY 12, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

SANDMAN SLIM (10) –

HOLLYWOOD DEAD

RICHARD KADREY

9780008219093

AUGUST 23, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE SUMMER WIVES

BEATRIZ WILLIAMS

9780008219024

AUGUST 09, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

LOVE, AND OTHER THINGS 

TO LIVE FOR

LOUISE LEVERETT

9780008237035

APRIL 18, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

11 MISSED CALLS

ELISABETH CARPENTER

9780008223540

JULY 26, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

FIVE UNFORGIVABLE THINGS

VIVIEN BROWN

9780008252144

OCTOBER 04, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

ROMANTIC ESCAPES (2) –

THE LITTLE BROOKLYN 

BAKERY

JULIE CAPLIN

9780008259761

AUGUST 09, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK£7.99



THE SECRET LEGACY

SARA ALEXANDER

9780008263195

AUGUST 09, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE FORGOTTEN GUIDE TO 

HAPPINESS

SOPHIE JENKINS

9780008281809

AUGUST 09, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

AN ARMY OF ONE

TONY SCHUMACHER

9780062499899

SEPTEMBER 06, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

CAROLINE

SARAH MILLER

9780062685353

JULY 26, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

PIRATA

PATRICK HASBURGH

9780062742773

SEPTEMBER 06, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

PLANETSIDE

MICHAEL MAMMAY

9780062694669

AUGUST 09, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

THE BAR HARBOR RETIREMENT 

HOME FOR FAMOUS WRITERS 

TERRI-LYNNE DEFINO

9780062742674

JULY 12, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

THE DYING OF THE LIGHT

ROBERT GOOLRICK

9780062678225

JULY 26, 2018
ROUGH FRONT

£20.00

THE SECRETS BETWEEN US

THRITY UMRIGAR

9780062442208

MAY 31, 2018
ROUGH FRONT

£20.00

TO LOVE A DUCHESS

KAREN RANNEY

9780062841049

AUGUST 09, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99



MOONLIGHT SEDUCTION

JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

9780062674562

AUGUST 09, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

THE DUKE BUYS A BRIDE

SOPHIE JORDAN

9780062463647

AUGUST 09, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

THE DISAPPEARED

ALI HARPER

9780008292669

JULY 26, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

LOST VINTAGE

ANN MAH

9780062853820

JUNE 18, 2018
ROUGH FRONT

£12.99

PERFECT DEAD

JACKIE BALDWIN

9780008294328

AUGUST 23, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

HEARTBREAKER

CLAUDIA DEY

9780008295073

AUGUST 23, 2018
HARDBACK

£14.99

DEBORAH CHALLINOR

9781775549659
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

DUKE BY DEFAULT

ALYSSA COLE

9780062685568
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

THE PROTECTOR

HELENKAY DIMON

9780062692238
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

SOWING SECRETS

TRISHA ASHLEY

9781847563101

JULY 15, 2011
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£9.99



LAST OF THE SUMMER VINES

ROMY SOMMER

9780008301149

AUGUST 23, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

A BEAUTIFUL DAY FOR A 

WEDDING

CHARLOTTE BUTTERFIELD

9780008302719

JULY 26, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99





STRUDEL, NOODLES AND DUMPLINGS

Anja Dunk

‘For me the German kitchen is as much a way of life as it is about preparing a meal. I want to teach 

as many people as I can about German family food in the hope that it will satisfy, inspire and bring 

new dishes to the table’

Strudel, Noodles and Dumplings is a cook book about Germany’s varied culinary heritage seen 

through the eyes of Anja Dunk’s family recipes, most of which have been given a new life in her 

young family kitchen.

From recipes such as Vollkorn-Buttermilch Waffeln (Wholewheat buttermilk waffles) to 

Schweinebraten mit Kummel (Caraway roast pork) and Zucchini und Gruener Paprika Salat in 

Joghurt Sosse (Courgette and green pepper salad with yogurt dressing) home-cooked German 

food is gently spiced, smoky, buttery and deeply savoury, yet sweet and sour. Anja’s way of 

cooking is vibrant, honest and deeply intertwined with the seasons and the weather. Featuring over 

200 simple recipes for the everyday family table, as well as a handful for special occasions, Anja’s 

cook book will be an essential guide for all the basics of German cuisine, at the same time as 

providing inspiration and encouragement for cooking through the year.

9780008244385 £26.00

August 23, 2018

Hardback

Fourth Estate

National & Regional Cuisine



IT ALL ADDS UP

Mickael Launay

THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER

Through the fascinating and outrageous stories behind mathematics’ greats, It All Adds Up 

provides an accessible refresher on the ideas you learned in school but forgot (or never really 

understood).

From our ability to calculate the passing of time to the algorithms that control our computers and 

much else in our lives, numbers are everywhere. They are so indispensable that we forget just how 

brilliant they are and that it took our ancestors thousands of years to provide us with these 

systems.

Wandering around museums, monuments and metro stations, mathematician Mickaël Launay 

looks at everyday objects and art to tell the exciting story of how our prehistoric dabbles became 

the most sophisticated framework that exists today. It All Adds Up is an odyssey. We meet the 

knappers of the Palaeolithic and the artisans of Mesopotamia; the Middle Eastern shepherds of the 

fifth millennium BC and second millennium Babylonian scholars; the Medieval Indian inventors who 

gave us ‘Arabic’ numbers; Antiquity’s Egyptian rope stretchers who measured the Earth and 

European astronomers from the Renaissance; and early-day programmers like Ada Lovelace and 

Alan Turing, who opened the AI vault.

In this international bestseller, Launay uses history and anecdotes from around the world to reveal 

how mathematics became pivotal to humankind. 

9780008283933 £20.00

August 09, 2018

Hardback

William Collins

Mathematics



COLLINS GEM – SAS SURVIVAL GUIDE

John ‘Lofty’ Wiseman

The ultimate guide to survival, this edition now includes the most essential urban survival tips for 

today, supplementing the fully updated original, bestselling handbook.

The original and best survival guide for any situation in every climate is back. Now with added 

techniques for handling Urban dangers, the SAS Survival Handbook is the complete companion for 

adventurers everywhere. From making camp and finding food in the wild to security and self-

defence in the streets, be prepared in any city, land or sea. SAS legend John ‘Lofty’ Wiseman’s 

unrivalled multi-million copy bestseller will teach you:

Preparation – Understanding and assembling latest, most resilient, kit.

Navigation – Skills, technologies and techniques to get you through unfamiliar terrain.

Food and Health – Finding resources in your environment, feeding yourself, healing yourself and 

avoiding disease.

Urban Safety and Security – Recognising dangerous situations, defending yourself and saving 

others.

Disaster Survival – Dealing with unstable environmental conditions: what to do in the face of flash 

flooding or fast-spreading fire.

9780008133788 £5.99

October 08, 2015

Paperback / softback

William Collins

Outdoor Survival Skills



WHERE SHALL WE RUN TO?

Alan Garner

From one of our greatest living writers, comes a remarkable memoir of a forgotten England.

'The war went. We sang in the playground, "Bikini lagoon, an atom bomb’s boom, and two big 

explosions." David’s father came back from Burma and didn’t eat rice. Twiggy taught by reciting 

“The Pied Piper of Hamelin”, “The Charge of the Light Brigade” and the thirteen times table. 

Twiggy was fat and short and he shouted, and his neck was as wide as his head. He was a bully, 

though he didn’t take any notice of me.’

In Where Shall We Run To?, Alan Garner remembers his early childhood in the Cheshire village of 

Alderley Edge: life at the village school as ‘a sissy and a mardy-arse'; pushing his friend Harold 

into a clump of nettles to test the truth of dock leaves; his father joining the army to guard the 

family against Hitler; the coming of the Yanks, with their comics and sweets and chewing gum. 

From one of our greatest living writers, it is a remarkable and evocative memoir of a vanished 

England.

9780008305970 £14.99

August 09, 2018

Hardback

Fourth Estate

Autobiography: Literary



THE LITTLE BOOK OF SLOTH PHILOSOPHY

Jennifer McCartney

Relax, unwind and soak up the wisdom of the sloth with the slowest page turner you’ll ever read.

From tidying and Hygge, to living Lagom, the endless pressure to be happier, live better, sleep 

soundly, and eat mindfully can be exhausting. But this year’s lifestyle trend finally delivers the 

perfect antidote – welcome to the year of the sloth.

Sloths are mindfulness in action. Contemplative, deliberate, relaxed, and focused. They resist the 

rat race, the incessant pressures from society to be more productive, and they don’t care how 

many steps they’ve logged on their fitness tracker. Long-limbed, a little bit shaggy, and a lot wide-

eyed, they’re wonderful creatures, not to mention completely adorable.

Here you can enjoy take-it-slow wisdom inspired by sloths; including advice on sleep (more 

restorative than a 6am run), eating and ‘exercise’ (sloths are the original pioneers of slow food and 

yoga after all), work (did you know that lazy people have higher IQs?), family life, and love.

Dispelling over-complicated myths about productivity, this brilliant book confirms that it really is OK 

to be a sloth.

9780008304829 £6.99

August 23, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Self-help & Personal Development



MEXICANA!

Esther Clark

Over 70 tasty taco and moreish nacho recipes to indulge your cravings and bring the spirit of 

Mexicana into your home!

Tacos and nachos are a match made in hosting heaven – the tastiest trend of the moment and the 

ultimate comfort food; colourful, fresh, spicy, meaty, cheesy, raw, vegan, crunchy or saucy, take 

your pick from this brilliant book!

Feed your cravings with an indulgent plate (or two) of nachos, make every day taco Tuesday, eat 

tostada for breakfast, accompany every meal with a margarita, and always use fingers.

So, invest in a healthy supply of tortillas (along with this book) and solve future food dilemmas with 

the only question worth asking: Tacos or Nachos? (We recommend both.)

iSalud!

9780008301293 £12.99

August 09, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

National & Regional Cuisine



THE POWER OF WOMEN

June Sarpong

Feminism is often presented as a women’s movement, but the truth is that harnessing women’s 

untapped potential will make everyone better off… including men!

Looking to our personal relationships, social and cultural climate and business and economic 

potential, The Power of Women debunks the myths around feminism, and proves why an 

intersectional approach to bringing women to the table is key to personal, social and economic 

progress for society as a whole.

9780008306762 £5.00

August 23, 2018

A-format paperback

HQ

Social Discrimination & Inequality



Semiosis

Sue Burke

9780008300777

April 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Space Opera

£9.99

‘This is top class SF, intelligent and engaging, and I loved every minute of it’

Adrian Tchaikovsky, award-winning author of Children of Time

Escaping conflict on Earth, an idealistic group of settlers arrive on a distant planet – Pax – with plans for 

a perfect society.

The world they discover is rich with life, but this is not the Eden they were hoping for. The plants on Pax 

are smart – smart enough to domesticate, and even slaughter, its many extraordinary animals.

To survive, the colonists realize that they must strike bargains of their own. But if they are to make Pax 

their home, they must go further, searching for a way to communicate and coexist with these utterly 

alien intelligences.

Viking Britain

Thomas Williams

9780008171957

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

History

£9.99

A new narrative history of the Viking Age, interwoven with exploration of the physical remains and 

landscapes that the Vikings fashioned and walked: their rune-stones and ship burials, settlements and 

battlefields.

To many, the word ‘Viking’ brings to mind red scenes of rape and pillage, of marauders from beyond 

the sea rampaging around the British coastline in the last gloomy centuries before the Norman 

Conquest. It is true that Britain in the Viking Age was a turbulent, violent place. The kings and warlords 

who have impressed their memories on the period revel in names that fire the blood and stir the 

imagination: Svein Forkbeard and Edmund Ironside, Ivar the Boneless and Alfred the Great, Erik 

Bloodaxe and Edgar the Pacifier amongst many others. 



How to Pray

C. S. Lewis

9780008192549

June 14, 2018

Hardback

Christian Theology

£12.99

C. S. Lewis here offers wisdom and lessons that illuminate our private dialogue with God—prayer—in 

this collection drawn from the breadth of his writings.

The revered teacher and bestselling author of such classic Christian works as Mere Christianity and 

The Screwtape Letters, C. S. Lewis here offers wisdom and lessons that illuminate our private dialogue 

with God—prayer—in this collection drawn from the breadth of his writings.

C. S. Lewis’s insights on Christianity and his reflections on Christian life continue to guide us more than 

fifty years after his death. How to Pray showcases Lewis’s enduring wisdom on prayer and its place in 

our daily lives.

Hit Refresh

Satya Nadella

9780008247690

August 23, 2018

B-format paperback

Technology: General Issues

£9.99

Microsoft’s CEO tells the inside story of the company’s continuing transformation, while tracing his own 

journey from a childhood in India to leading some of the most significant changes of the digital era and 

offering his vision for the coming wave of intelligent technologies.

LONGLISTED FOR THE FT & MCKINSEY BUSINESS BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD

Hit Refresh is about individual change, the transformation happening inside Microsoft, and the arrival of 

the most exciting and disruptive wave of technology humankind has experienced – including artificial 

intelligence, mixed reality, and quantum computing. 



Tom’s Daily Ritual

Tom Daley

9780008281373

August 23, 2018

Paperback / softback

Health & Wholefood 

Cookery

£16.99

A holistic all round body and mind routine that builds resilience, positivity, immunity, flexibility and helps 

achieve calm and focus from the very first day, from the inspirational YouTuber, World Champion diver 

and health and fitness author.

Focusing on daily health touchpoints, starting with morning stretches, followed by mental self-care on 

your commute, immune system boosting, stress-busting and resilience training, and finally digital 

detoxing and clean sleeping, this is a routine that will appeal to anyone who feels tired, stressed, run 

down and time poor.

Not Ready to Adult Yet

Iain Stirling

9780008288006

August 23, 2018

Hardback

Humour

£16.99

Hilarious life lessons from the voice of a generation.

So, what do you write about when you do a book? Yourself? Nah, I’ve not done enough stuff yet 

(you’ve got to think word count; I’d really have to drag out that time I went caravanning with Aunty Pam 

and Uncle Bill in order to achieve anything other than ‘pamphlet’ status). So, what about my 

generation? Millennials. We’ve got loads of stories. We’ve been celebrated and scorned; it seems we’re 

the envy, fascination and disgrace of the world.

Throughout life, millennials have been taught we’re perfect and should live a perfect life – from being 

mollycoddled by our parents to receiving awards for taking part at school, and the beautiful, filtered 

lives we all see and share on social media. 



Gross Anatomy

Mara Altman

9780008292706

August 23, 2018

B-format paperback

Memoirs

£9.99

“I cannot tell you the number of times I’ve wondered, especially after a spicy meal, why evolution wasn’t 

smart enough to build us with buttholes made out of something more durable. Titanium, perhaps?”

From the hilarious Mara Altman, Gross Anatomy unapologetically explores the beautiful, and 

sometimes not so beautiful, aspects of our bodies, and why they’re worth loving anyway. From hairy 

chins to braless outings, lice-infestations to PMS, no body part is left undiscussed as Altman takes the 

reader on a wild journey from head to toe, recounting experiences most of us are too polite to share.

Hugely funny and unashamedly body-positive, this book is a must-read for all women (and men, too). 

The Dictionary of Body 

Language

Joe Navarro

9780008292607

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

The Self, Ego, Identity, 

Personality

£9.99

From former FBI agent and bestselling author Joe Navarro, a field guide companion to his classic What 

Every BODY is Saying, revealing the more than 400 essential body language indicators.

A decade after his huge international bestseller What Every BODY is Saying, which has sold more than 

half a million copies in the U.S. and been published in dozens of foreign territories, retired FBI agent 

Joe Navarro offers its follow-up. The Dictionary of Body Language is a companion “field guide” to What 

Every BODY is Saying, expanding the original work with hundreds of additional behaviours, and 

presenting them all in an easy-to-reference format.



£25.00

Foreword by Chris Packham

This beautiful book accompanies the photographic competition celebrating some of the best bird 

photography of the year.

The Bird Photographer of the Year competition celebrates the artistry of bird photography, and this 

large-format book is lavishly illustrated to reflect this. A celebration of avian beauty and diversity, it is a 

tribute to both the dedication and passion of the photographers as well as a reflection of the quality of 

today’s modern digital imaging systems.

The book includes the winning and short-listed images from the competition, now in its third year, 

showcasing some of the finest bird photography, with a foreword by BTO President and head judge, 

Chris Packham. 

Bird Photographer of 

the Year: Collection 3

August 23, 2018

Hardback

Wildlife: Birds & 

Birdwatching

9780008293628



£10.99

ABRIDGED CLASSICS

JOHN ATKINSON

9780062747853

JULY 26, 2018
HARDBACK

£15.99

ALL OUR WAVES ARE WATER

JAIMAL YOGIS

9780062405180

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

GOOD BOOTY

ANN POWERS

9780062463708

JUNE 28, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99 £10.99

THE HISTORY OF THE 

FUTURE

BLAKE J. HARRIS

9780062455963
03 22 2018

HARDBACK

£20.00

LETTERS FROM ALICE

PETRINA BANFIELD

9780008264703

JULY 26, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

REBUILD
DR. ROBERT ZEMBROSKI, DR. 

JEFFREY S. BLAND

9780062699206

FEBRUARY 22, 2018
06 14 2018

HARDBACK

£20.00

A MEDIEVAL FAMILY

FRANCES GIES, JOSEPH 

GIES

9780060930554

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK



HIDING IN THE BATHROOM

MORRA AARONS-MELE

9780062666093

JULY 26, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

HOUSE OF HEROIN

HAROON ULLAH

9780062463999

AUGUST 23, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

MY GLORY WAS I HAD SUCH 

FRIENDS

AMY SILVERSTEIN

9780062457479

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

POP CHARTS

KATRINA MCHUGH

9780062747877

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£15.99

THE BADASS LIFE

CHRISTMAS ABBOTT

9780062837493

JUNE 14, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

THE COLD WAR'S KILLING 

FIELDS

PAUL THOMAS CHAMBERLIN

9780062367204

JULY 26, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

THE GREAT RESCUE

PETER HERNON

9780062433879

JULY 26, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

THE KING OF CONTENT

KEACH HAGEY

9780062654090

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

THE THREE QUESTIONS

DON MIGUEL RUIZ, 

BARBARA EMRYS

9780062391094

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£18.99

TONE IT UP

KATRINA SCOTT, KARENA 

DAWN

9780062843487

JULY 26, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00



WHAT TO READ AND WHY

FRANCINE PROSE

9780062397867

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£17.99

WOMEN IN THE MIDDLE AGES

JOSEPH GIES, FRANCES 

GIES

9780060923044

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

GULZAR

9789352770571
WITH DUST JACKET

£10.99

SURESH JINDAL

9789352771028
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

JOSELIN LINDER

9780062378910
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

STRANGE CONTAGION

LEE DANIEL KRAVETZ

9780062448941
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE

COSENTINO

9781460751343
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£16.99

JUST THE WAY WE ARE

CLAIRE ROBERTSON, 

JESSICA SHIRVINGTON

9780733331640
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

OPEN CONCEPT

FRANCESC ZAMORA

9780062840608
HARDBACK

£20.00





Collins German 

Dictionary Complete 

and Unabridged 

edition

9780008241339

August 09, 2018

Hardback

Bilingual & Multilingual 

Dictionaries

£40.00

Comprehensive and authoritative, and ideal for advanced students of German and professionals, this 

dictionary has been revised and updated to cover all the latest vocabulary in both languages. The 

perfect dictionary for advanced learners of German.

• Includes the latest vocabulary from a wide range of fields, including the Internet, computing and 

business. The dictionary also includes special entries on life and culture in German-speaking countries.

• To help you find the correct translation, long and complex entries are treated in depth and key 

phrases and set grammatical patterns are highlighted.

• The clear layout ensures that you find exactly what you need quickly and easily.

• Contains a comprehensive ‘Language in Use section’





CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL AS 

AND A LEVEL MATHEMATICS

MICHAEL KENT

9780008257750

AUGUST 01, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£19.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL AS 

AND A LEVEL FURTHER 

MATHEMATICS 

9780008257774

AUGUST 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£19.99

LETTS 7+ CREATIVE WRITING 

- PRACTICE WORKBOOK 

9781844199037

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS 7+ PROBLEM 

SOLVING - PRACTICE 

WORKBOOK

9781844199044

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS 11+ POETRY -

PRACTICE 

WORKBOOK9781844199051

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS 11+ PROBLEM 

SOLVING - PRACTICE 

WORKBOOK 

9781844199068

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS 13+ POETRY -

PRACTICE WORKBOOK 

9781844199075

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS 13+ PROBLEM 

SOLVING - PRACTICE 

WORKBOOK

9781844199082

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS COMMON ENTRANCE 

MATHS TIMED 

ASSESSMENTS

9781844199099

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

LETTS COMMON ENTRANCE 

ENGLISH TIMED 

ASSESSMENTS

9781844199105

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99



CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

AS AND A LEVEL 

MATHEMATICS STATISTICS 2 

9780008271879

AUGUST 01, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL AS 

AND A LEVEL FURTHER 

MATHEMATICS  PROBABILITY 

AND STATISTICS 

9780008271886

AUGUST 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

COLLINS GCSE 9-1 REVISION 

– AQA GCSE GERMAN 

AMY BATES

9780008292034

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

GET SET! PIANO – CHRISTMAS 

CRACKERS

9780008306144

AUGUST 10, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£19.99
£19.99

£7.99

NATIONAL 4 TO 5 MATHS 

BRIDGING SKILLS BOOK

LECKIE AND LECKIE

9780008209063

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99





PRECIOUS MOMENTS, JEAN 

FISCHER

9780718098643
BOARD BOOK

£6.99

IN 27 DAYS

ALISON GERVAIS

9780310759010
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

BEGINNERS BIBLE

ZONDERVAN  

9780310764649
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

THE CALL

OS GUINNESS

9780785220077
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£10.99

CHANGES THAT HEAL

HENRY CLOUD

9780310351788
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

CHANGES THAT HEAL

HENRY CLOUD

9780310351795
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

1 CORINTHIANS

MAX LUCADO

9780310086420
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

2 CORINTHIANS

MAX LUCADO

9780310086444
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

3 CORINTHIANS

MAX LUCADO

9780310086468
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

4 CORINTHIANS

MAX LUCADO

9780310086482
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99



PHILIPPIANS

MAX LUCADO

9780310086505
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

COLOSSIANS & PHILEMON

MAX LUCADO

9780310086529
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

AM I ENOUGH?

GRACE ELAINE VALENTINE

9780785216179
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£10.99

SURVEY OF THE OLD 

TESTEMANT

ANDREW E. HILL, JOHN H. 

WALTON, JENNIFER M. HALE

9780310556961
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£14.99

100 DAYS OF THANKS

THOMAS NELSON

9781400311132
HARDBACK

£9.99

UNEXPECTED

CHRISTINE CAINE

9780310089308
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£8.99

GUARDRAILS

ANDY STANLEY

9780310095897
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

1 – 2 SAMUEL

PAUL EVANS, TREMPER 

LONGMAN III

9780310490937
HARDBACK

£25.00

MAGNOLIA STORY

CHIP GAINES, JOANNA 

GAINES

9780785220510
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£10.99

TRUE LOVE DATES

DEBRA K. FILETA

9780310352051
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99



HOUSE AT SALTWATER 

POINT

COLLEEN COBLE

9780718085803
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

FORMULA OF DECEPTION

CARRIE STUART PARKS

9780718083854
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

SONS OF BLACKBIRD 

MOUNTAON

JOANNE BISCHOF

9780718099107
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

BLUEBERRY BRIDE

KELLY LONG

9780785217374
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

AMISH QUILT

BETH WISEMAN, KATHLEEN 

FULLER, KELLY IRVIN

9780785217596
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

MURDER AT THE FLAMINGO

RACHEL MCMILLAN

9780785216926
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

FAWKES

NADINE BRANDES

9780785217145
WITH DUST JACKET

£8.99

AMISH CELEBRATION

BETH WISEMAN

9780529118738
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

MATERIAL WITNESS

VANNETTA CHAPMAN

9780785217152
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

UNEXPECTED VIDEO

CHRISTINE CAINE

9780310089322
DVD VIDEO

£25.00



MARY LOU CHEATHAM

9781449734015
07 26 2018

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

I CAN ONLY IMAGINE

BART MILLARD

9781400322015
BOARD BOOK

SUPER HEROES BIBLE

JEAN E. SYSWERDA

9780310744375
HARDBACK

SUPER HEROES BIBLE BACK

ZONDERVAN  

9780310761617
WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

CANDY APPLE BLESSINGS

MADDIE FROST

9781400317790
BOARD BOOK

£6.99 £18.99 £16.99 £5.99





BOOGIE BEAR

David Walliams, Tony Ross

From Number One bestselling author David Walliams comes a hilarious and heartwarming picture 

book, brilliantly illustrated by the artistic genius, Tony Ross.

Up at the North Pole, a big furry polar bear is swimming, fishing and eating. But when she nods off 

and finds herself far from home, she thinks things can’t get any worse.

But they can…

Much worse!

An outrageously funny picture book with an incredibly heartwarming message about celebrating 

difference – in all its forms.

9780008172831 £8.99

July 26, 2018

Mixed media product

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Storybooks



DINOSAUR JUNIORS (1) – HAPPY HATCHDAY

Rob Biddulph

The first series from the bestselling and award-winning picture book genius Rob Biddulph!

A brand new, creatively cretaceous story from the bestselling Rob Biddulph – and the first book in 

his first ever series!

Meet Otto, Winnie, Greg(osaurus) and all the other dinosaur juniors, as they traverse life’s first ups 

and downs – all in Rob’s trademark rhyme filled with warmth and humour.

This first book is perfect for Rob’s youngest fans, with colourful, detailed artwork and a simple 

rhyming text perfect for reading aloud.

9780008207434 £6.99

July 26, 2018

Paperback / softback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Storybooks



DINOSAUR JUNIORS (2) – GIVE PEAS A 

CHANCE

Rob Biddulph

It’s no peas please for Nancy, in this second title in the Dinosaur Juniors series from picture book 

genius Rob Biddulph!

The second creatively cretaceous story from the bestselling Rob Biddulph in his brand new series 

about the first time moments that every (dinosaur) junior enjoys!

It’s dinner-time for Nancy.. but oh no… PEAS! Not-so-keen-on-peas Nancy needs to come up with 

a way to ditch those little green balls. Luckily, she’s got a peas-plot up her sleeve… But is she 

quite as clever as she thinks?

Meet Nancy, Otto, Winnie and all the other dinosaur juniors, as they traverse life’s first ups and 

downs – all in Rob’s trademark rhyme filled with warmth and humour.

Perfect for Rob’s youngest fans, with colourful, detailed artwork and a simple rhyming text just right 

for reading aloud.

9780008207441 £12.99

July 26, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Storybooks



THE GREGOSAURUS PLUSH

9780007971428

The Gregosaurus Plush comes in packs of 10 with a 

Minimum order quantity of x10 books. 

9780008207434

9780008207441



DINOSAUR JUNIORS – EVENT PACK

9780007969968

Ideal for displays and indoor use. Includes:

- Mini Standee

- Activity Sheet x 10

- Display Paper



The Darkening King

Justin Fisher

9780008124588

July 26, 2018

B-format paperback

Adventure Stories 

(Children's / Teenage)

£6.99

Ned and the magical Circus of Marvels are back in a third rip-roaring, page-turning adventure!

The Armstrongs are both predator and prey, hunting for clues to help them fight the Darkening-King, 

while constantly watching their backs. This time it’s not just the world of the Hidden searching for them: 

the Josser world is intent on capturing the family too. Leading the search is the curious Mr Fox and his 

agents in grey, and they’ve found an ally who knows Ned’s every move.

Friendship Fails of 

Emma Nash

Chloe Seager

9780008221171

August 09, 2018

B-format paperback

Romance & Relationships 

Stories (Children's / 

Teenage)

£7.99

Emma Nash is back….and determined to work out the world of friendships and relationships once and 

for all (…ish). Now she’s in the sixth form, Emma’s expecting life to be a breeze but when her best 

friend Steph suddenly has a boyfriend who she’s spending more time with Emma’s not sure what to do 

with herself.

So Emma’s got a mission in mind: making new friends. Signing up for the school fashion show seems 

like the perfect opportunity. Although soon, through a series of mishaps that are absolutely not Emma’s 

fault (well, sort of), her world is teetering on the edge of disaster again.

Would going back to creating a life for herself online reaaaaaallllyyy be so bad?



The Long Lost Home

Maryrose Wood, Eliza 

Wheeler

9780062110442

05 03 2018

Rough Front

£10.99

For fans of Lemony Snicket's Series of Unfortunate Events and Trenton Lee Stewart's Mysterious 

Benedict Society, here comes the final book in the Incorrigible Children of Ashton Place, the acclaimed 

and hilarious Victorian mystery series by Maryrose Wood.

Unhappy Penelope Lumley is trapped in unhappy Plinkst! Even the beets for which Plinkst is 

inexplicably famous fail to grow in this utterly miserable Russian village. Penelope anxiously counts the 

days and wonders how she will ever get back to England in time to save all the Ashtons—who, she now 

knows, include herself and the Incorrigible children, although their precise location on the family tree is 

still a mystery.

Old MacDonald Heard 

a Parp from the Past

Olaf Falafel

9780008241568

August 09, 2018

Paperback / softback

Picture Storybooks

£6.99

Parp through the past with giggles galore in this third fart-tastic tale from the hilarious Olaf Falafel!

Old MacDonald is off on his most hilarious adventure yet, on a parp-powered journey through the fart-

filled past!

Join him in riotous rhyme as he meets dinosaurs, Vikings and queens, and laugh out loud as they parp 

their way through history in this third side-splitting offering from the comic genius Olaf Falafel.



Twirlywoos –

Twirlywhoops!

9780008297268

July 26, 2018

Paperback / softback

Picture Books: Character 

Books

£6.99

The Twirlywoos need YOU in this playful picture book adventure!

When the Twirlywoos find themselves stuck inside a sketch book, they have great fun playing around 

on the pages, interacting with the objects they find and even accidentally making Toodloo disappear –

whoops! But when the hooter sounds and it's time to go back to the boat, the Twirlywoos realise they 

are stuck!

Can you help the Twirlywoos escape?

Sea Witch

Sarah Henning

9780008300845

July 31, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy & Magical Realism 

(Children's / Teenage)

£14.99

The fairy tale you thought you knew…

The story of the Sea Witch, the villainess from Hans Christian Anderson’s classic tale The Little 

Mermaid, told from the viewpoint of the Sea Witch when she was a twelve-year-old girl…

Evie has been wracked with guilt ever since her best friend, Anna, drowned. So when a girl appears on 

shore with an uncanny resemblance to Anna, Evie befriends her in an effort to make amends. And as 

the two girls catch the eyes – and hearts – of two charming princes, Evie believes that she might finally 

have a chance at happy ever after. But is Evie’s new friend really who she says she is?



THE FOREVER WHALE

SARAH LEAN

9780007512225

JULY 31, 2014
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£6.99

HERO

SARAH LEAN

9780007512249

FEBRUARY 27, 2014
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£6.99

A FLICKER IN THE CLARITY

AMY MCNAMARA

9780062308344

JULY 26, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

A THOUSAND BEGINNINGS 

AND ENDINGS

VARIOUS

9780062671158

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

CROSSING THE LINE

SIMONE ELKELES

9780062641960

JULY 26, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

GO FISH!

TAMMI SAUER, ZOE WARING

9780062421555

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£10.99

ON THE FIRST DAY OF FIRST 

GRADE

TISH RABE, SARAH JENNINGS

9780062668516

JULY 26, 2018
HARDBACK

£7.99

PICNIC WITH OLIVER

MIKA SONG

9780062429506

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

SEA CREATURES

SEYMOUR SIMON

9780062289209

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

TBH #2: TBH, THIS MAY BE 

TMI

LISA GREENWALD

9780062689931

JULY 26, 2018
HARDBACK

£7.99



THE LOST BOOKS: THE 

SCROLL OF KINGS

SARAH PRINEAS

9780062665584

AUGUST 09, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

THESE THINGS I'VE DONE

REBECCA PHILLIPS

9780062570918

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

WICKED LIKE A WILDFIRE

LANA POPOVIC

9780062436849

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

BRAMBLEHEART 2 –

BAYBERRY ISLAND

HENRY COLE

9780062245625

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

BRIGHT SMOKE, COLD FIRE 1 

ROSAMUND HODGE

9780062369420

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

DREAMFALL 1 – DREAMFALL

AMY PLUM

9780062429889

AUGUST 23, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

BEFORE SHE IGNITES

JODI MEADOWS

9780062469410

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

COURT OF SHADOWS

MADELEINE ROUX

9780062498700

JULY 12, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

LAUGH-OUT-LOUD JOKES 

FOR KIDS 

ROB ELLIOTT

9780062748720

JULY 26, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.99

MAX TILT 1 – MAX TILT: FIRE 

THE DEPTHS

PETER LERANGIS

9780062441010

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99



MY WEIRDEST SCHOOL 11 –

MR. WILL NEEDS TO CHILL!

DAN GUTMAN, JIM PAILLOT

9780062429421

JULY 26, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.99

YOU MAY NOW KILL THE 

BRIDE

R.L. STINE

9780062694256

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

THE SILVER MOON OF 

SUMMER

LEILA HOWLAND

9780062318763

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

RAVENPAW'S PATH

ERIN HUNTER, JAMES L. 

BARRY

9780062748249

AUGUST 09, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

BING – SULA LOVES...

9780008298371

JULY 26, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£5.99

TRUCK, TRUCK, GOOSE! 

BOARD BOOK

TAMMI SAUER, ZOE WARING

9780062421548

AUGUST 09, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£5.99

BISCUIT: A PADDED BEDTIME 

BOARD BOOK

ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI, 

PAT SCHORIES

9780062661210

JULY 26, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£7.99


